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Capture Technologies at WLV – a brief history
 Two year pilot with Panopto in 

2014/15 - 2015/16 
 Five year funded project from 

2016 – 2021with timescales in 
line with new Canvas VLE

 Mass availability of capture 
technologies from 2017/18 with 
70+ classrooms and virtualised 
software and VLE integration



Lessons learned and direction of travel 
 Recorded lectures have little to no impact on …
 Captured materials have the most positive impact on 

students when they are deliberately incorporated into the 
educational approach. (Marchand et al, 2014)

 Higher levels of student engagement (viewing) with 
captured materials that have a specific purpose and/or 
are associated with other learning tasks (WLV Panopto 
Pilot Evaluation, 2015)



Lessons learned and direction of travel 
 Higher volume 

doesn’t equal greater 
value (Witton, 2017)

 WLV operate an 
opt-in policy for 
capture

 Promote purposeful 
use to enhance 
rather than duplicate



Capture Bingo!
 What do you already do? 

Purple dot
 What would you like to 

do in the future? 
Orange dot

 Blank spaces for your 
own ideas



Captured Lectures & Events 
 Record live lectures or events
 Capture enabled classrooms & theatres
 Use a laptop in any location
 Policy: Opt-in? Opt-out?



Live Stream Lectures or Events
 Upgrade to recorded lectures
 Live stream to students wherever they are

 More flexibility for students to fit study around their 
other commitments

 Students on or off campus, at TNE / Partner 
institutions, or outreach and public audiences

 Manage capacity issues



Flipped Classroom
 Pre-recorded content to support in-class learning

 Short video introductions
 Mini lectures / voiced-over presentations
 Talking heads
 Assignment unpacking



Distance Learning
 Pre recorded or live streamed content to support 

distance learning
 Welcome/introduction sessions
 Video tour of course content



Practical Demonstrations
 Videos of practical skills

 Laboratory experiments
 Clinical skills
 Art and music techniques

 Multi-camera recordings

http://edtechnology.co.uk/Article/flipping-the-learning-
experience-for-science-students



Screencapture
 Demonstration of software or 

online tools
 Video tour of module
 Analyse digital documents / 

live annotation
 Screen capture on iPad



Video Feedback
 Screen capture live annotation on assignments
 Talking head video feedback
 Record in-class formative feedback on projects

https://www.panopto.com/blog/using-lecture-capture-technologies-to-deliver-compelling-video-
feedback-to-students/



Staff Development
 Any of the previous examples can be applied to 

staff development
 Consistent information to dispersed module 

teams
 Inter-campus, Partner Colleges, TNE 

 Introduction videos for new starters



Student Recordings
 Record student presentations in a capture 

enabled classroom
 Record and review skills practice or rehearsals
 Students record and upload video materials via 

capture system
 Submission of video assignments
 Flip the teacher



Innovating with Capture Technologies
 Can you think of other ways might you use capture 

technologies to support teaching and learning in your 
institution/discipline? 

 What are your ideas or strategies for incorporating 
captured content into your overall educational approach?
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